
Dodge® corrosion resistant polymer 
and stainless steel housed ball 
bearings are ideally suited for tough 
bakery applications.  

»	 Corrosion	resistant	thin	dense	chrome	
insert,	and	polymer	housing	with	solid	
base,	no	cavities	or	fillings	to	trap	
contaminants	and	an	active	anti-
microbial	agent	in	the	polymer	that	
prevents	fungal	and	bacterial	growth.

»	 Both	housings	accept	corrosion	
resistant	setscrew,	GRIP	TIGHT®	and	
polymer	inserts

»	 PROGUARD	PLUS®	positive	contact,	
low	drag,	single	lip	seal	with	stainless	
steel	flinger	for	maximum	protection	and	
grease	retention

»	 Available	in	inch	and	metric	sizes

»	 Accepts	E-Z	KLEEN	“pop-in”	style		
end	covers

Polymer Housing

»	 Fiberglass	reinforced	polymer	ensures	
uniform	housing	strength	which	exceeds	
bearing	static	capacity

»	 Solid	cross-section	base	housings

»	 No	core	cavities	to	trap	contaminants

»	 All	stainless	steel	hardware	and	fittings

»	 Pillow	block,	two	and	four	bolt	flange
›	 3/4"	to	2"	bore	(20	mm	to	50	mm)

»	 Tapped	base,	flange	bracket	and	wide	
slot	take	up
›	 3/4"	to	1-7/16"	bore	(20	mm	to	35	mm)

stainless Housing

»	 Solid	cross-section	base	housings

»	 Pillow	block,	two	and	four	bolt	flange
›	 3/4"	to	2"	bore	(20	mm	to	50	mm)

features anD benefits

»	 All	Dodge	E-Z	KLEEN	bearings	utilize 
the	Dodge	PROGUARD	Plus	seal	with 
stainless	steel	flinger:	a	combination 
contact	land-riding	seal	and	labyrinth. 
The	grease	barrier	between	the	seal 
and	flinger	acts	as	a	third	seal,	keeping 
lubrication	in	and	contaminants	out. 

»	 Closed	and	open	E-Z	KLEEN	enclosures 
with	drain	hole	can	be	used	on	both 
stainless	steel	and	polymer	housings.	For 
through-bore	applications,	the	open	en- 
closure	includes	a	shaft-riding	labyrinth 
seal	with	elongated	fingers	front	and	back 
to	prevent	liquid	entry	into	the	enclosure. 
Available	from	stock.

»	 Dodge	E-Z	KLEEN	corrosion	resistant 
bearing	inserts	utilize	a	proprietary 
nickel	alloy	Teflon®	coating	applied to	
bearing	grade	steel	via	an electroless	
process.	This	unique corrosion	resistant	
solution	outperforms other	corrosion	
resistant	bearing materials	and	ensures	
improved bearing	life	with	standard	ball 
bearing	rating	levels.

»	 Dodge	E-Z	KLEEN	corrosion	resistant	
ball	bearings	offer	two	types	of	shaft	
locking	devices:	traditional	setscrew	
and	the	unique	Dodge	GRIP	TIGHT.	
Setscrew	bearings	are	easily	installed	
utilizing	two	stainless	steel	setscrews.	
The	E-Z	KLEEN	GRIP	TIGHT	bearing	
is	fit	to	the	shaft	with	an	adapter	and	
locknut	system.	This	patent	pending	
design	alleviates	setscrew	damage,	
reduces	fretting	corrosion	and	eases	
disassembly.	All	GRIP	TIGHT	adapter	E-Z	
KLEEN	locknuts	and	adapters	are	made	
from	316	stainless	steel	for	ultimate	
corrosion	resistance.

Dodge® e-Z Kleen® ball bearings extend  
life in a bakery’s Corrosive environment
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selected as a winner in Plant 
engineering magazine’s Product of 
the year competition, the DoDge 
tigear-2® reducer is now available 
with superior corrosion resistance and 
sealing to meet the harsh washdown 
applications associated with the  
baking industry.

e-Z Kleen tigear-2 includes  
features never before offered with  
washdown reducers.

standard features include:
»	 A	13-step	coating	system	which	

provides	greater	than	three	times	the	
corrosion	resistance	of	standard	epoxy	
painted	units

»	 Factory	filled	H1	Food	Grade	synthetic	
lubrication

»	 Stainless	color	top	coat.	White	finish	
also	available		

»	 Stainless	steel	solid	or	hollow	output	
shafts

»	 2-piece	harsh	duty	output	seals

»	 Stainless	steel	hardware	

»	 Available	in	sizes	13	through	35	in	Quill	
and	3-piece	coupled	input	with	solid	or	
hollow	output	configurations

»	 Accommodates	1/4	HP	to	10	HP	and	
ratios	5:1	to	60:1

Washdown accessories include:  
»	 Stainless	Steel	GRIP	TIGHT	Bushings		

»	 Bolt-on	base	 	

»	 Riser	block	kit	 	

»	 J-mount	kit	

»	 Output	flange	kit		

The	advanced	design	concept	of	the	
TIGEAR-2	reducer	product	line	delivers	up	
to	30%	higher	ratings	than	competitive,	
same	sized	models.	This	permits	downsizing	
and	helps	reduce	total	cost	of	ownership.	

All	TIGEAR-2	reducers	include	premium	
features	the	competition	doesn’t	offer.	
The	new	totally	enclosed	ventless	sealing	
system	contains	a	new	factory	filled	
synthetic	lubricant	that	runs	cooler,	as	
well	as	eliminates	the	need	for	routine	oil	
changes.	Simply	install	it,	then	forget	it.

new stainless steel grip tight bushings:
The	TIGEAR-2	reducer’s	new	GRIP	TIGHT	
tapered	bushing	system	provides	simple	
installation	and	prevents	fretting	corrosion	
problems.	GRIP	TIGHT	bushings	also	
minimize	a	condition	called	“hop	and	
wobble”	that	is	commonly	associated	with	
shaft	mount	reducers	where	the	reducer	
moves	up	and	down	or	side-to-side	as	the	
customer	shaft	rotates.

new sealing system for DoDge e-Z 
Kleen tigear-2 reducers:
To	ensure	that	the	interior	of	the	reducer	
is	as	protected	as	the	exterior,	each	E-Z	
KLEEN	TIGEAR-2	reducer	comes	standard	
with	a	two-piece	harsh	duty	sealing	system	
that	keeps	out	high	pressure	sprays	and	
sanitizing	solutions.

Dodge® e-Z Kleen® tigear-2® reducer for  
a bakery’s Harsh Washdown applications
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